
Thank you for purchasing new 

12” Rear Wheels for your EZ Lite 

Cruiser Deluxe DX12!

Follow these instructions step-by-

step for proper installation.

For any questions, please e-mail:

support@ezlitecruiser.com

Or call us at: (888) 544-6054 

Operators are available anytime 

between 9 AM and 5 PM Pacific 

Time, Monday through Friday.

*** This service is recommended to 

be done by a professional. ***

Here’s an identification of 

the parts with your order:

1. One (1) Tire Attached to Rim

2. Four (4) Bolts (per wheel)

Quantities listed above are for one wheel and 

depends how many wheels you purchased.

i.e. if 2 wheels, then double the quantities.

Additional Requirements
(Not Provided)

1. Hot Air Gun

2. Hex Wrench (4mm Size)

3. Loctite RED (Thread locker)

Please identify these components, 

according to the numbers below, and lay 

them out for easy access during installation.  

Please also see the photos to the right for a 

detailed identification of the sub-parts.

If anything is missing, please let us know.  
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Insert the wheel onto the motor and 

align the holes of the new wheel rim 

to match where the old wheel was 

attached.  

Apply Threadlocker (Loctite, Glue) to 

each Bolt and insert the Bolts into the 

new wheel. Ensure the wheel is being 

properly aligned on the motor.  Then, 

fasten each bolt, making sure the 

bolts go in straight.  Do not fasten 

them completely yet.  Fasten bolts 

most of the way, & make sure the 

wheel is being mounted to the motor 

properly.  

Then, fasten each bolt fully and allow 

Threadlocker to set for 30 minutes.

Step 2: Attach the 

New Wheel(s)

Gently but firmly attempt to remove 

(counter-clockwise) the bolt.  

If you have heated the bolt to the 

proper level, the bolt should start to 

unfasten from the wheel rim.  If it is 

not, then direct the heat at the bolt 

further to make sure the glue is 

loose.

Do not force it.  Excess force will 

cause stripping of the bolt heads.

Once you’ve removed the 4 bolts 

from the old wheel, and have 

removed the old wheel from the 

motor, you are now ready to install 

the new wheels.

First, use a Hot Air Gun and heat 

the bolts (and surrounding area) 

to about 450-500 degrees 

Fahrenheit.  

** Please be sure not to burn 

yourself, as the area around the 

bolts will become hot.  We 

recommend wearing gloves.

Direct the heat at each individual 

bolt, for approximately 5 minutes 

(depending on the heat output of 

the Hot Air Gun.)

When you’re ready to remove the 

bolts, Engage the electromagnetic 

locks on the rear wheels so the 

wheels do not spin as you attempt 

to remove the bolts.

Step 1: Remove the 

Old Wheel(s).


